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Bored with New Year’s?
Here’s a New Take on It
For many of us, New Year’s is, well, kind of boring: Get dressed up. Kiss
strangers. Make resolutions. Here, hopefully, are some different takes on it:
The Baltic Times offers some unusual ways to ring in the New Year. Our
favorites: Don’t … “Sleep it out. Tuck yourself into bed at approximately
8 p.m. on December 31 after drinking a nice steaming mug of cocoa. Don't
forget the earplugs to block out the fireworks.” And, “have a misery-fest. Resist
the overwhelming pressure to be happy, and go all out to have a sublimely
wretched night.” The Times suggests watching bleak Bergman films.
Speaking of misery: Many across the world celebrate New Year’s Day by
taking icy dips in such frozen ponds as the North Sea – a Netherlands tradition
– and the Atlantic, where the Brooklyn’s Coney Island Polar Bears have
celebrated the start of a new year for more than a century. Brrr.
Then there’s the issue of New Year’s resolutions. A resolution is defined as “a
firm decision to do or not to do something.” Ironically, we usually end up not
doing something: Not keeping our resolutions. If you must make resolutions,
make great ones.
Here’s a keeper from author and psychotherapist Tina B. Tessina: Resolve to
make your already successful marriage great. One of her suggestions is to
lighten up: “Have a sense of humor; give the benefit of the doubt …”
These are wise words applicable to every relationship. And worth breaking
your resolution not to make resolutions this year.

Flood Insurance Can
Protect You Now, But
Perhaps Not Forever
Did you know that homeowners insurance
doesn’t cover ANY damages or losses
attributed to floods, regardless of origin –
hurricanes, torrential rains, or tornados. Many
don’t realize this until it’s too late, and they’re
absorbing losses themselves.
Experts expect our extreme weather patterns
of the past two years to continue. So what can
homeowners do?
The NFIP
Flood insurance is available through the
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), a
government program that provides contents
and structural coverage through participating
insurance companies.
Premiums depend on location and coverage
options, providing either structure coverage,
contents coverage, or both. Those living in
low-to-medium risk areas qualify for Preferred
Risk Policies (PRPs). As of October 1, 2013,
PRP premiums start at $129 for properties
without basements or enclosures.
What’s covered
Depending on your coverage, flood insurance
will cover damage to personal belongings as
well as structures. However, many types of
damage aren’t covered, including those
resulting from mold or moisture that could
have been prevented, or damage to items
outside insured structures, such as swimming
pools, trees, and septic tanks.
Flood insurance is required for residents
mapped as living in high-risk areas. But
because of the increased claims resulting from
extreme weather (consider the damage from
Hurricane Sandy) re-mapping is underway,
and this may change.
Check with your insurance professional for the
most recent information.
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The Top 20 Most Expensive Cars to Insure
So you’ve bought that much-desired
luxury vehicle. Congratulations. Now
comes the second sticker shock: the
increase in premiums you have to pay to
insure your ride.
When purchasing a car – whether it’s
new or resale – you should always
consider your auto insurance premiums.
Many factors determine rates: driving
history; amount and type of usage;
safety and crash tests ratings; theft
statistics; where you live and work; and
more.
But even if your vehicle has all the
safety bells and whistles, you’ve never
had a ticket, and you live in an
insurance-friendly (safe) area, there’s
no denying one of the most important
rate factors of all: your car’s make and
model.

The vehicle’s make and model play a very
important role in the risk models insurers use
to set your premiums. It’s simple logic: The
more expensive the vehicle, the more insurers
have to pay in the event of losses. So your
luxury car will need more coverage, and
you’ll pay more in premiums.

The move puts Wi-Fi into touchscreen
dashboards and would allow drivers access
to accident reports, weather, or news
packages.
However, many safety experts are

Mercedes-Benz SL63 AMG: $3,075,
Mercedes-Benz S63 AMG: $2,978,
Mercedes-Benz CL550 4Matic: $2,897

Mercedes-Benz CL600: $3,357,
Mercedes Benz CL65 AMG: $3,330,
Mercedes Benz S65 AMG: $3,221
Mercedes-Benz SL65 AMG: $3,207,

Porsche Panamera Turbo: $2,912,

Planned In-Car Wi-Fi Raises Safety Concerns
It could come loaded with Wi-Fi; wireless
providers Rogers (Canada) and Sprint
(U.S.) are teaming up to put Wi-Fi in new
vehicles, possibly this year.

Mercedes-Benz S600: $3,158,

If you’re thinking of buying a car in the new
year, when great deals abound, be sure to
check this list first. So if you do opt for your
dream car, at least you’ll expect the premium
sticker shock.
Here, courtesy of consumer insurance
website Insure.com, is a list of the top 20
most expensive cars to insure in 2013 and
their average premiums:

https://www.facebook.com/InsureMinnesota

Thinking of buying a new car in 2014?

Mercedes-Benz CL63 AMG: $3,184,

questioning whether adding a new
distraction to the many already available in
our vehicles may be a further safety
concern.
In 2011, over 3,000 deaths and 387,000
injuries were reported in the U.S. as a
result of distracted driving: Talking on
your cell, texting, and surfing while
driving now has serious safety and legal
ramifications. The debate continues.

Mercedes-Benz SL5508: $2,671,
Mercedes-Benz S5508: $2,640

Porsche 911 Turbo: $2,958,
Porsche 911 Turbo S: $2,925,

Porsche 911 Carrera 4S6: $2,642,
Porsche 911 Carrera S6: $2,626

